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Ding Dong: you put an orange in panty hose, tie the panty hose to your waste
and then you swing it with your hips and hit a ball across a line
Cereal Transfer: two bowls that you transfer cereal from with spoons
Orange Pass: with the neck
Pickle Spit: you spit a pickle and whoever spits it the farthest wins
Cheesy Poof Game: You cover some ones face in shaving cream and have
people throw cheesy poofs at their face. Whoever gets the most stuck to the
face wins
Alphabet Game: people spell out letters of the alphabet with their bodies
Penny Drop: penny between the knees transfer it into a cup
Lifesaver Pass: pass a lifesaver around on tooth picks but only using your
mouth
Food Game: food in a bag. Whoever eats the most
Human Water Flip: someone holds a cup of water and people have to flip them
without spilling the water
Cup Blow: Cup on a string and you have to blow it from chair to chair
Dress Game: one person at a time has to get dressed in loose baggy clothes
while keeping a balloon in the air and also get undressed with the balloon in
the air
Name That Song: play random songs on a speaker and have them name songs
Send me a Champion: at the very end or beginning all the teams get together
and you have them run to a person in the middle with a certain object or
number of objects (“Send me a champion with three socks...with four shoes”)
Blanket Drag: drag someone on a blanket around a course
Stuffed Animal Launch: use a balloon launcher to launch stuffed animals into a
basket on the other side of the room which people are holding and trying to
catch them with
Airplane Launch: build your own paper airplane and whoever launches it the
farthest wins.
Hula-Hoop: everyone holds hands and has to pass a hula-hoop around their
bodies
Charades: have them play and whoever gets the most right wins
Telephone: have a story and pick out five or six important points and however
many of these points they at the end that’s how many points they get
Balloon Pop: they have to blow up a balloon and pop it between them in
groups of two
Beach Ball Transfer: have them get a partner and run a beach ball down and
around something without using their hands

